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Materials Synthesis Challenges
 How do we better address heterogeneity in the synthesis of well defined building blocks for self‐
assembly?
 As materials complexity increases (e.g. increasing # of constituents) will combinatorial materials
synthesis become more important?
 How do we achieve nanomanufacturing of materials at scales relevant for applications?

Challenges in Self‐Assembly Structures
 How to control self‐assembly at multiple length scales: including length scales that are larger than
molecular dimensions, as well as shrinking dimension to sub 10 nm.
 As the # of constituents in self‐assembly increases how do we address the question of pathway
complexity?
 Could we identify and control structures produced by non‐equilibrium (kinetically controlled)
processes?
 Moving beyond static structures how can meaningful dynamically responsive structures be
designed from self‐assembly?
 Can we unify concepts that describe self‐assembly in soft materials and ordering in hard materials?
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Challenges Associated with Order in Self‐Assembled Structures
 What are the fundamental issues associated with defect control in self‐assembled structure?
 Can we mimic nature to generate defect‐free or defect‐repair structures?
 How can we generate hierarchical structures with simple methodologies?
Challenges with Characterizing Dynamics in Self‐Assembled Structures
 As the complexity of self‐assembled structure increases how can we keep up with
understanding the associated dynamical features of such systems?
 What novel methods need to be developed to better characterize the dynamics of self‐
assembled systems?
Challenges with Materials by Design Efforts
 How do we address inverse problems in molecular design and directed self‐assembly? In other
words: could we design molecules to self‐assemble into pre‐determined structures with
desirable properties, and how do we solve inverse problems to efficiently direct self‐assembly?
 How can we design, populate and effectively use databases to aid discovery and design of self‐
assembling systems, analogous to existing databases on material structures and properties?

Self‐assembly at sub 20 nm
Building Block: Self‐Assembling Block Copolymers
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 Structures represent thermodynamic minima
 Dense features
 3 to 50 nm length scale

• Inherently scalable process
• Large area array of sub 20 nm features
• Well‐defined morphologies accessible

Synthesis of Well‐defined Building Blocks
New Material Synthesis
Block copolymer
Functional oligomers
Chromophores

•

Access to an unlimited array of molecular
architectures, through controlled polymerization.

•

Integration of various methods for determining
microphase separated states. (SAXS, SANS, TEM,
cryoTEM,
AFM,
spectroscopy, etc.)
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Challenges in Synthesis of New Architectures
Bates, Hillmyer, Lodge, Matsushita
Multiblocks with Infinite design space

ABCA’ asymmetric tetrablocks
A’ > A

• Bulk morphologies of asymmetric ABCA’
tetrablocks are unexplored
• A multitude of molecular variables can
be systematically tuned
• Model materials allow experiment and
theory to be compared
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Forward problem in self‐assembly: interactions are known and solve for the structure and
equilibrium properties of the system.
This data base is needed to solve the inverse problem which is: for a target structure what are
the molecular components/interactions needed.

Theory and Simulation Challenges
Theory and simulations
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• Comprehensive
development of self‐
consistent mean‐field
theory
Matsen, Bates, Stadler,
Fredrickson
Triblock Decorated phases
Outstanding Future Challenges:
• Theoretical developments beyond SCFT that incorporate fluctuation effects and are capable
of a‐priori prediction of structure.
• Evolution of realistic computer simulation techniques at relevant molecular weights and
system size; this is an ongoing challenge.
• Understanding how to process self‐assembled block polymers into prescribed metastable
states.
• Unification of concepts that describe self‐assembly in soft materials and ordering in hard
materials.

Self‐assembly of Block Copolymer from 3D to 2D assembly
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Self‐assembly of Block Copolymer from 3D to 2D assembly
Theory and simulations
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Translational Research
Industrial Partners

Future Challenges in BCP Lithography and Translational
Research:
• Creating arbitrary shapes.
• Controlling defects and domain alignment in 3‐D and
2‐D materials.
• Creating templates for pattern transfer in sub 10 nm
sizes still a challenge.

Sub 10 nm Challenges
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Soft templates need to be
translated to hard masks for
sub‐10 nm patterning

Oligosaccharide/Si containing 5 nm
cylinders

•

With increasing interaction
parameter and shrinking
domain sizes non‐equilibrium
assembly processes are
becoming increasingly
important.

•

Can we identify and control
structures produced by
nonequilibrium (kinetically
controlled) processes?
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